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Healthcare is at the nexus of the biggest data
collection eﬀort ever undertaken with the
biggest demand for information ever

experienced. While healthcare has always
been “data rich and information poor,” the
real ﬁnancial impact of not having current,
accurate information to impact cost, quality,
and satisfaction is raising awareness that the
data in EHRs across all care settings has
additional value. And the data in other
systems–scheduling, practice management,
patient accounting, materials management,
time and attendance, and general ledger–
must be combined with the clinical data to
provide a holistic view of how an organization
is performing. To ensure that the right data is
available in the right format at the right time,
EHR workﬂow and implementation design
must factor in these re-use requirements.
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“It’s all about the data!” The journey from
volume to value requires that healthcare
organizations use the data from across their
enterprise to measure performance and
identify risks and opportunities. The shift in
care delivery and reimbursement models –
with providers accountable for the overall
health of a deﬁned population – requires
access to current, population-based information about cost, quality, and satisfaction to
ensure interventions and health management are focused eﬀectively.
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Health Analytics:
From Luxury to Necessity
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Healthcare as an industry is embracing the
notion that data is a valuable asset that must
be nurtured, managed, and protected.

Encore, A Quintiles Company,
Can Help from Vision to Value
Beginning with the End in Mind
Creating value from existing data requires forethought and
planning. To begin this journey, Encore can help your organization deﬁne a roadmap that articulates the health analytics
technology, processes, and staﬀ required over a multi-year
period to support your measurement and analytics needs.
Once your strategy is in place, Encore can help you design and
implement a cross-functional data governance structure and
processes to harness the value from your data assets. Data
governance brings together key stakeholders from quality,
ﬁnance, administration, IT, and others to decide how data
should be captured, standardized, used, and secured. Data
governance facilitates decisions on how to rationalize inconsistencies in data that is allegedly the same and determines how
the data can be used to ensure appropriate access, security,
and patient privacy. And if needed data is not captured in a
way that is usable (or not captured at all), it identiﬁes the
need for changes in work ﬂow and system implementation
and engages the right stakeholders to eﬀect the required
modiﬁcations.

www.ENCOREHEALTHRESOURCES.com

The Right Strategy and Organization
“Beginning with the end in mind” for health analytics means identifying what needs to be supported by information. These needs in turn drive
both EHR implementation plans and requirements to re-purpose the data as a valuable asset to support ongoing performance improvement.
These requirements also keep an organization focused on the “what” and “why” of analytics and measurement (i.e., what needs to be measured
and why it needs to be measured), rather than on the “how” (i.e., technology). Purpose should drive technology decisions, not the other way around.

"We recently brought Encore on board for our Epic implementation for what we refer to as a perfect data proﬁling
initiative to be able to look at how good our data is now. They have done an excellent job..."
--"Encore Planning & Assessment 1/29/2014" ©2014 KLAS Enterprises, LLC

Houston, We Have a Solution
With the right data in your systems and with data governance driving information quality, you can implement analytics solutions to
transform your data into actionable information. Encore can lead or assist your organization in implementing the processes and technology
(and transitioning/onboarding staﬀ) to realize the objectives of your health analytics strategy. We recognize that there is no “one size ﬁts all” in
health analytics and will leverage your technology and environment to create the analytics approach that is the best ﬁt for your organization.
.

Health Analytics Roadmap

Data Governance and Design

Data Governance Implementation

Deﬁne a roadmap and decision framework
describing the health analytics people,
processes, and technology required to support
the analytics needs of your organization.

Deﬁne the goals, objectives, structure
people, processes, and tools your organization needs to harness and use data
captured in source systems.

Facilitate implementation of a data governance structure and process in your organization with a focus on achieving speciﬁc
milestones within a deﬁned timeframe.

Source Data Mapping

Data Capture Optimization

Analytics Implementation

Identify where and how data can be
harvested from source systems to populate
a data repository to meet speciﬁc measurement/analytics requirements.

Identify and implement remediation in
work ﬂow in an application to ensure that
data captured in the source system supports
measurement/reporting/analytics needs.

Lead or assist in implementing the
processes and technology (and transitioning /onboarding staﬀ) to realize the
objectives of your health analytics strategy.

Why Encore?
Encore brings an unmatchable combination of clinical and data
knowledge and tools to analytics. Our people bridge the gap between
clinical and data knowledge to help you not only create the information
you need in your source systems but also transform that information
into improved processes and lowered costs, better quality, and higher
patient satisfaction. Depending on your analytics needs, our
CoreQUEST® methodology and our CoreGPS® and CoreANALYTICS™
solutions may help our experts accelerate your program even further
through predeﬁned industry research, ETL tools, data dictionaries, and
dashboards. From the initial conception of your analytics needs to the
transformation of your organization through health analytics, Encore
can be with you every step of your journey.

For more information on Encore’s Health Analytics Services, please contact
rthomas@encorehealthresources.com or 856.889.3423
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